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Introduction

We describe a simple recurrent architecture for learning planning procedures from experience.
Agents acting under a fixed computational budget face fundamental tradeoffs when determining
how to allocate computation. On one hand, determining the optimal action at the first timestep may
require completely determining the agent’s long-term behavior (e.g. when finding a path through
a maze, Figure 2b). On the other hand, uncertainty about environment dynamics and observations
may mean that nontrivial computational effort is required to compute the best next action in every
state. Strategies for allocating computation thus form a spectrum, with planning agents (which do
almost all of their computation initially) at one end and reflex agents (which distribute computation
uniformly across timesteps) at the other.
The bulk of recent research on deep learning for interaction (in both reinforcement and imitation
learning settings) has focused on reflex agents. In these approaches, a fixed-structure deep network
maps from the current state of the environment to values [3] or probabilities [2] of subsequent actions.
While generally effective, they have been less successful at taks that require long-term reasoning.
Several recent papers propose coupling deep models with classical planning procedures like value
iteration [4] and Kalman filtering [1]. But these techniques are not generally applicable: exact
planning procedures of these kinds kind are known for only a simple world representations, and must
be specified ahead of time. What we really want is an agent architecture with the capacity to plan, but
which can learn the specific form of an appropriate planning algorithms from experience.
In this abstract, we present a set of preliminary experiments evaluating an extremely simple deep
agent architecture which allocates generic computationa to a planning stage before it begins to
act. We find that in both reinforcement imitation learning settings, across multiple domains, our
approach outperforms a standard deep reflex architecture. We make two claims: (1) that given fixed
computational resources, models implementing an “inference” precomputation phase outperform
reflex agents; and (2) more strongly, that the inference mechanism imposes a useful inductive bias,
and that shallow agents with n only for precomputation learn faster than deep agents that are allowed
n steps of computation at every timestep.
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Approach

Our approach is motivated by three basic observations about more explicit planning-based approaches
to control:
1. Planning agents generally implement an initial, computation-heavy “inference” phase that
produces a compact representation of a plan or policy.
2. Inference is usually performed by an iterative algorithm (e.g. a dynamic program or
optimizer).
3. Once the agent begins to act, the effort required to predict the correct next action from any
given state is small relative to the planning phase.
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Figure 1: Model architecture. Our agent first implements a recurrent “thinking” phase (shown with dotted
connection) which repeatedly receives the initial state as input and outputs a hidden “policy representation”.
Once the agent begins to act, it conditions its action at every timestep on both the current environment state and
this representation.

The agent architecture is depicted in Figure 1. It consists of a deep “thinking” phase implemented
as an RNNfollowed by an “acting” phase during which the agent makes a shallow prediction based
on both the current environment state and the output of the thinking phase. At each step during the
acting phase, the final hidden state computed during the thinking phase is concatenated together
with features for the current environment state; these are then passed through a shallow feedforward
network that maps to a distribution over actions (in discrete action spaces) or parameters for the
action sampling distribution (in continuous spaces).
At training time, minibatches are constructed by randomly sampling a set of (initial state, current
state, action, reward) experiences from replay memory. These experiences are provided by agent
rollouts (in the RL setting) or from a task-specific optimal planner (in the imitation setting). For each
individual sample, the model is run forward and used to compute either a Q-value or a distribution
over next actions; the appropriate loss is then backpropagated all the way through the network.
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Experiments

We present experiments for two simple problems: a maze world and lattice world. In the maze world
(Fig 2b), the model is presented with an image of a maze, as well as a start position and a goal position
in absolute (x, y) coordinates. The action space consists of all real (x, y) values, and the model must
predict a walk through the maze that reaches the goal cell without crossing any walls. In the lattice
world (Fig 2a), the model is presented with a representation of a discrete, partially connected grid.
The lattice world has four navigation actions corresponding to the four directions, as well as an “exit”
action that causes the agent to receive the reward associated with the given cell and end the game.
Each cell is associated with features that describe which of the navigational actions are available, the
reward for taking the exit action in the cell, and an indicator feature on whether or not it is currently
occupied by the agent.
Results are shown in Figure 2a–b. It can be seen that models implementing a planning phase
outperform (sometimes significantly) straightforward reflex models, even when those models are as
deep as the entire planning phase itself. While these results are preliminary, they suggest that for
problems requiring long-term reasoning, task-specific inference algorithms can be learned end-to-end,
and more generally that deep RL agents benefit from the ability to think before they act.
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Figure 2: (a) The lattice world, with a discrete action space. (b) The maze world, with a continuous action
space. (c) Experimental results for the lattice world. dt is the number of layers in the “thinking” module, da is
the number of layers in the “acting” module. rre is the best reward accrued when training via reinforcement
learning, while rim is the best reward accrued during imitation learning. (d) Results for the maze world.
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